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Hello book historians, 
 
The paper I have chosen to circulate for the December 10 seminar is a chapter that will be 
published in the forthcoming volume Deep Classics, edited by Shane Butler for Bloomsbury 
(May 2016). My chapter focuses on methodological questions about the materiality of writing, 
particularly the implications of considering epigraphy and bibliography under the same 
theoretical umbrella as an integral part of what it means to “do Classics.” In that way I hope it 
will make a good companion to the talk on Roman graffiti—an inscriptional regime that 
similarly hovers between epigraphy and paleography—that I will present the previous evening. 
 
The paper itself makes reference to a long passage about geology by the Scottish naturalist John 
Playfair, quoted prominently by Stephen Jay Gould in Time’s Arrow, Time’s Cycle (1987) and by 
the Deep Classics editor Shane Butler in his introduction to the volume. You may find it useful 
to have that quotation, as well as Butler’s back-of-the-book description of the project of “Deep 
Classics,” as references for my paper, so I include them below. For this audience, I also add two 
extra images: a photo of the relevant page of the facsimile edition of MS Voss. Lat. 111 
(Ausonius) and a photo of the editio princeps of Cavafy’s poem, “Εν τω Mηνί Aθύρ” (“In the 
Month of Athyr”). 
 
Many thanks for your attention, 
Stephanie Frampton, MIT 
sframpton@mit.edu] 
 
  



John Playfair on the geological formations of Siccar Point, Scotland1: 
 

“On us who saw these phenomena for the first time, the impression made will not easily 
be forgotten. The palpable evidence presented to us, of one of the most extraordinary and 
important facts in the natural history of the earth, gave a reality and substance to those 
theoretical speculations, which, however probable, had never till now been directly 
authenticated by the testimony of the senses. We often said to ourselves, What clearer 
evidence could we have had of the different formation of these rocks, and of the long 
interval which separated their formation, had we actually seen them emerging from the 
bosom of the deep? We felt ourselves necessarily carried back to the time when the 
schistus on which we stood was yet at the bottom of the sea, and when the sandstone 
before us was only beginning to be deposited, in the shape of sand or mud, from the 
waters of a superincumbent ocean. An epocha still more remote presented itself, when 
even the most ancient of these rocks, instead of  standing upright in vertical beds, lay in 
horizontal planes at the bottom of the sea, and was not yet disturbed by that 
immeasurable force which has burst asunder the solid pavement of the globe. Revolutions 
still more remote appeared in the distance of this extraordinary perspective. The mind 
seemed to grow giddy by looking so far into the abyss of time.” 

   
Shane Butler on Deep Classics2: 
 

“Fragmented, buried, and largely lost, the classical past presents formidable obstacles to 
anyone who would seek to know it. ‘Deep Classics’ is the study of these obstacles and, in 
particular, of the way in which the contemplation of the classical past resembles – and 
has even provided a model for – other kinds of human endeavor. This volume offers a 
new way to understand the modalities and aims of Classics itself, through the ages. Its 
individual chapters draw fruitful connections between the reception of the classical and 
current concerns in philosophy of mind, cognitive theory, epistemology, media studies, 
sense studies, aesthetics, queer theory and eco-criticism. 
 
“What does the study of the ancient past teach us about our encounters with our own 
more recent but still elusive memories? What do our always partial reconstructions of 
ancient sites tell us about the limits of our ability to know our own world, or to imagine 
our future? What does the reader of the lacunose and corrupted literatures of antiquity 
learn thereby about literature and language themselves? What does a shattered statue 
reveal about art, matter, sensation, experience, life? Does the way in which these vestiges 
of the past are encountered – sitting in a library, standing in a gallery, moving through a 
ruin – condition our responses to them and alter their significance? And finally, how has 
the contemplation of antiquity helped to shape seemingly unrelated disciplines, including 
not only other humanistic and scientific epistemologies but also non-scholarly modes and 
practices? In asking these and similar questions, Deep Classics makes a pointed 
intervention in the study of the classical tradition, now more widely known as ‘reception 
studies’.” 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Quoted by John McPhee, Basin and Range (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1981) 107-108, my 
emphasis. 
2 http://www.bloomsbury.com/us/deep-classics-9781474260541/. 
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lapidum natura restat, hoc est praecipua morum insania. 
Pliny the Elder, Naturalis historia 37.11 

 
 

 Stones keep materializing in the articulation of Deep Classics. In Shane Butler’s 
introduction to this volume, the geologists James Hutton and John Playfair stood at the rocky 
edge of the abyss of time, providing a model for our own ways of thinking about the past and the 
pastness of Graeco-Roman literature and culture. So too was the study of the geological history 
of the continental United States grist for John McPhee’s resonant coinage of “deep time” in the 
pages of the New Yorker, which offers a close analogue and partial source for the “deep” of this 
volume’s title. 2 Beyond conceiving the nearly unfathomable time-scale of evaporated Mesozoic 
seas and creeping Pangaean plates, geology also draws our attention to what information 
historian Geoffrey Bowker has recently dubbed science’s “mnemonic deep”3—yet another 
instance of the depth “reflex” that Joshua Katz discusses in his paper in this volume (see chapter 
{x-ref}). Taking the invention of geology as his starting point, Bowker in principle reiterates the 
constructivist understanding that scientific knowledge and its production are historically 
contingent and indelibly human.4 Like other human endeavours, the sciences are seen to operate 
on the precipice of history, hardly immune from their own disciplinary habitus. “There’s a little 
bit of the humanities that creeps into geology,” says one of McPhee’s informants, “and that’s 
why I’m in it.”5 So too, it turns out, does a bit of geology creep into the humanities.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 The author would like to give warm thanks to Catherine Chin, Joseph Howley, Joshua Katz, and 
especially Shane Butler for commenting on earlier drafts of this paper, as well as to all of the participants 
in the Deep Classics conference, with whom it was truly a pleasure to spend a long weekend in chilly 
Bristol. All errors that remain are of course my own. 
2 “Deep time”: John McPhee, Basin and Range (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1981), 20, 104, 127, 
130, and 142. It was first used in his New Yorker series of the same name (October 20, 1980): 68. It is 
Stephen Jay Gould who credits McPhee with the coinage of the term Gould would make famous in “Deep 
Time and Ceaseless Motion,” The New York Review of Books (May 14, 1981). 
3 Geoffrey Bowker, Memory Practices in the Sciences (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2005). Bowker 
borrows the term “mnemonic deep” from the pastiche of eighteenth century scientific humanism in 
Thomas Pynchon’s Mason & Dixon (New York: Henry Holt, 1997), in which the narrator attempts to 
characterize the tension between fact and meaning the in the making of history:  

History is no Chronology, for that is left to lawyers—nor is it Remembrance, for Remembrance 
belongs to the People. History can as little pretend to the Veracity of the one, as claim the Power 
of the other, —her Practitioners, to survive, must soon learn […] that there may ever continue 
more than one life-line back into a Past we risk, each day, losing our forebears in forever, —not a 
Chain of single Links, for one broken Link could lose us All, —rather, a great disorderly Tangle 
of Lines, long and short, weak and strong, vanishing into the Mnemonick Deep, with only their 
Destination in common. (Ibid., 192, my emphasis) 

4 See especially Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1962) and Bruno Latour, Science in Action (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1987). 
5 McPhee, Basin and Range, 12. 
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It can be tempting to think that Classics emerged fully formed, perhaps in the 
Renaissance, in contemplation of more or less the same “antiquity” studied today.6 Geology, 
however, teaches us that even the most venerable objects may be forever in flux. Indeed, new 
studies of the “classical tradition” have helped to situate the various “inventions of antiquity” in 
Renaissance humanism or Enlightenment secularism or European Romanticism.7 We can also 
see growing interest within Classics in the fact that the ancients, too, had a classical past.8 That 
is, the Greeks and Romans, whom we study as the basis of a variegated and collective Western 
Kulturgeschichte, themselves identified with a cultural heritage that was distant but knowable, 
and one that they moreover saw to be connected ethically and aesthetically with their own world. 
It is this idea—of Classics’ classics—that I would like to address, if somewhat obliquely, in this 
chapter.9 My own scholarly formation may particularly incline me to see the structure of our 
thinking about the past as fundamentally recursive: a Romanist, perpetually belated and loath to 
allow anything new under the sun, I am also very much a product of the constructivist zeitgeist. 
Certainly my scholarly community in Roman cultural history is currently questioning the 
contours of an area of classical intellectual life that has for some time been called 
“antiquarianism.”10 We are beginning to plumb the depths of ancient scholarship not just to 
recover synchronic evidence, but also to trace the diverse conceptual landscapes and ways of 
thinking (Geistesgeschichten) of those whom we study.  

It is more than the convenient echo of “mnemonic deep” in Deep Classics that draws me 
to Bowker’s work. His materially-inflected study of memory practices in the sciences highlights 
the connections that exist between methods of inscription, the making of cultural memory, and 
the creation of disciplinary knowledge that can be productively expanded to address some of the 
problems presented by considering the long history of the study of classical antiquity. For 
example, seeing the lapidary layers to which John Playfair referred in his eloquent description of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Throughout the paper I use “Classics,” capitalized, to denote the academic field that focuses on the 
study of Graeco-Roman antiquity, also known as classical studies, Altertumswissenschaft, classische 
Philologie, etc. They are distinguished here from “classics,” miniscule, which I use to denote the literary 
materials that are the object of their study, i.e. ancient Greco-Roman texts. Following the convention of 
the volume, Deeps Classics is always capitalized. 
7 See for example Katherine Harloe, Winckelmann and the Invention of Antiquity (Oxford University 
Press, 2013); Gábor Klaniczay, Michael Werner, and Ottó Gecser, eds Multiple Antiquities, Multiple 
Modernities: Ancient Histories in Nineteenth Century European Cultures (Frankfurt: Campus Verlag, 
2011). “Classical tradition”: Anthony Grafton, Glenn W. Most, and Salvatore Settis, eds The Classical 
Tradition (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2010); Michael Silk, Ingo Gildenhard, and 
Rosemary Barrow, eds The Classical Tradition: Art, Literature, Thought (Malden, Mass.: John Wiley & 
Sons, 2013). Some of these approaches are usefully discussed by Constanze Güthenke, “Nostalgia and 
Neutrality,” Classical Receptions Journal 5, no. 2 (June 1, 2013): 238–45. 
8 E.g. Alain Schnapp, The Discovery of the Past: The Origins of Archaeology (London: British Museum 
Press, 1996); Peter N. Miller, Momigliano and Antiquarianism: Foundations of the Modern Cultural 
Sciences (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007). 
9 See already the essays in James I. Porter, Classical Pasts: The Classical Traditions of Greece and Rome 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006). 
10 I have seen forthcoming work by Duncan McRae, Danel Padilla, and Joseph Howley that does just that. 
In my own sub-sub-area of material textual studies, the new collection of Liddel and Low gives us a way 
to think about material texts as part of the practice of the study of antiquity in antiquity. Peter Liddel and 
Polly Low, eds Inscriptions and Their Uses in Greek and Latin Literature (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2013). 
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Siccar Point (see introduction) or Darwin’s account of the variegations of the beaks of Galapagos 
finches, Bowker recognizes in them a corollary of the industrialist’s clock. Natural evidence 
offered a physical archive and a legible history of the globe in parallel with the records of the 
New York and Erie Railroad or the Royal Mail. By analogy with the technocrats, natural 
scientists would forever after see nature as her own record-keeper.11 So too, in antiquity, do we 
begin to find a series of metaphors imagining history in terms of human records: the world was a 
book to be read (e.g. Lucr. 1.196-8, 1.823-7, 1.907-14, 2.688-99; Plotinus Enn. 2.3.7, 3.1.6, 
3.3.6); memory, a surface to be inscribed (e.g. Pl. Phdr. 276d; Arist. Mem. 450a; Cic. De or. 
2.354, Part. or. 7.26; Quint. Inst. 11.2.22); time, measured by the survival of inscribed 
monuments (e.g. Simon. PMG 581; Isoc. Antid. 7; Lucr. 5.306-18; Hor. Carm. 3.30.1-5, Ov. 
Fast. 5.131; Sen. De brevitate vitae 15.4; Rut. Namat. 1.411; etc.).12 In the field of classical 
philology especially, the writtenness of much of our evidence means that we, too, see Classics 
through the lens of inscriptional epistemes that belong not only to the nineteenth century, the 
Renaissance, or the Middle Ages, but to antiquity itself. We are at the mercy of the intentional 
and unintentional memory practices of the ancient world: the setting-up of inscribed memorials 
as much as the lying-down of garbage heaps, the accumulation of book collections as much as 
the production of epitomes, what was copied in schoolrooms as much as what was commissioned 
from librarii. All of these conventions affect the texts left behind, leaving traces in the very 
forms of classical evidence. 

Already in the quotation with which Butler opens this volume’s introduction, Alberto 
Manguel suggests the troublesome connection between texts and objects: “Each one of our 
readings [of Homer] is done through layers of previous ones that pile upon the page like seams in 
a rock until the original text (if there ever really was so pure a thing) is hardly visible.”13 In 
Butler’s treatment, Manguel’s image of the reader encountering “layers that pile upon the page” 
of the Homeric poems evoked geological and ultimately archaeological strata, requiring the 
reader’s imaginative excavation and opening the dialogue between deep time and Deep Classics. 
But what if we were to read the image of rock somewhat differently? Perhaps Manguel does not 
think of “seams in a rock” as layers per se, but rather only like layers. How would we go about 
construing the image then, and what new possibilities for our ideas of reading, the Classics, and 
reading the classics would that afford? As an epigrapher (for I am that, too), someone who reads 
both writing and rocks, I found something deeply familiar in the image: like seams in a rock until 
the original text is hardly visible. That difficult experience of trying to read a text marked by 
fractures and “hardly visible” is all too common to those of us who study ancient material texts, 
whether on stone or papyrus, plaster or wax, slip or bronze. They often survive beaten, battered, 
and bruised. If the decipherment Manguel imagines is not just an excavation of text under the 
layers of its histories of reception, but also a kind of reconstruction of a text that has somehow 
been torn apart, this demands a kind of reading—no anomaly for scholars of antiquity—that 
treats a text not only as the words out of which it is composed, but also as a physical body in the 
world. Such bodies arrive to us marked by their histories as objects. Disuse, reuse, rupture, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Bowker, Memory Practices, 36: “[A] rock can be read as an object that constitutes part of the 
lithosphere, and equally as a document that contains its own history written into it: striations on the 
surface indicate past glaciations, strata indicate complex stories of deposition over time, and the relative 
presence of radioactive isotopes of various kinds indicates […] journeys through the mantle.” 
12 Stephanie Frampton, Alphabetic Order: Writing in Roman Literature and Thought from Lucretius to 
Ovid (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, forthcoming). 
13 Alberto Manguel, Homer’s The Iliad and The Odyssey: A Biography (London: Atlantic, 2007), 3.  
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continuity, loss, and recovery all leave their traces on the substance of an inscription or even on 
the page of a book. How does thinking this way—about classics as objects—help us to think 
about Classics as such?  

To quote Pliny, lapidum natura restat: it remains to think about the nature of stones. For, 
beyond Deep Classics, I see again and again within our own disciplinary discourses and within 
that of the Greeks and the Romans the image of stone serving as a symbol for humanity’s 
experience of history, caught between nature and culture. In the study of Greek (but particularly 
Hellenistic) aesthetics, we have already seen materialism put back at the centre of classical 
Wissenschaft. The materiality of inscribed monuments as “ruins in potentia,” for example, is one 
of the major axes in the discussion of the sublime.14 Similarly, the materiality of gems is a 
primary concern of several major studies of the ekphrastic epigrams of Posidippus’s Lithika—
itself one of the most exciting “new” texts to enter the classical canon as a collection of poems 
whose extraordinary survival on papyrus equally calls attention to its own materiality.15 At the 
same time, new studies of Greek and Roman epigram are increasingly sensitive to the fact that 
this most classical of genres (appearing already in Homer and popular straight on into the Middle 
Ages) imagines itself always as having latent epigraphic potential, alive to the fact that it might 
be, have been, or be about to be carved in stone.16 Stones are ancient and natural, but when we 
meet them in literature—as intricately carved gems or inscribed marble surfaces or even as 
nature’s adornments (one thinks of Ovid’s antrum arte laboratum nulla, Met. 3.156-7)—they 
have been forged and fashioned: it is when stone is shaped by human hand or intellect that it 
becomes of interest to ancient poetics. Differently from Bowker’s geological formations, but still 
tied intimately with practices of knowledge production and memory making, classical stones 
provide a foil for human timeliness: registering the mark of our craft and our art, and ultimately 
long outlasting us. 

Even so, the ancients were well aware that stones and books were not immortal. The 
study of “poems on stones” (that is, poems written either about or upon stones) has focused on 
the materialist epigram as the particular purview of the Hellenistic period. But descriptions of 
such poems or the poems themselves require a different kind of temporal understanding. Such 
texts are explicitly not isolated in time. Rather, they call attention to their own transhistorical 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 James I. Porter, The Origins of Aesthetic Thought in Ancient Greece: Matter, Sensation, and 
Experience (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010); James I. Porter, “Sublime Monuments and 
Sublime Ruins in Ancient Aesthetics,” European Review of History: Revue Europeenne D’histoire 18, 
no. 5–6 (October 2011): 685–96. 
15 See the wonderful facsimile edition Posidippo di Pella, Epigrammi: P. Mil. Vogl. 8. 309. Papiri 
dell’Università degli studi di Milano vol. 8 (Milan: LED, 2001), as well as Benjamin Acosta-Hughes, 
Elizabeth Kosmetatou, and Manuel Baumbach, eds Labored in Papyrus Leaves: Perspectives on an 
Epigram Collection Attributed to Posidippus (P.Mil.Vogl. VIII 309). Hellenic Studies vol 2. (Washington, 
DC/Cambridge, Mass: Center for Hellenic Studies/Trustees for Harvard University, 2004), especially 
Martyn Smith, “Elusive Stones,” 105–117; Kathryn J. Gutzwiller, ed. The New Posidippus: A Hellenistic 
Poetry Book. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); Jaś Elsner, “Lithic Poetics: Posidippus and His 
Stones,” Ramus 43, no. 02 (December 2014): 152–72.  
16 Three new collections in English are Manuel Baumbach, Andrej Petrovic, and Ivana Petrovic, eds 
Archaic and Classical Greek Epigram (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Alison Keith, ed. 
Latin Elegy and Hellenistic Epigram: A Tale of Two Genres at Rome (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, 2011); Peter Liddel and Polly Low, eds Inscriptions and Their Uses in Greek and 
Latin Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).  
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possibilities. As long lasting as stone and papyrus might have been,17 neither was out of time’s 
reach, and hand-in-hand with epigram’s claims to material longevity is its implicit imbeddedness 
in the physical world. One of the images that appears frequently in epigram, then, is an 
epigram’s own physical destruction. It is to a series of poems that testify to this trope that I 
would like to turn in the remainder of the paper. 

Just as the literary fragment elicits a desire for completion,18 and the classical past elicits 
a desire for reception,19 the classical inscription elicits a desire for a reading that fulfils the wish 
of a monument itself to be read.20 A short poem transmitted in the earliest manuscript of 
Ausonius of Bordeaux (and usually published among his epigrammata, if published at all) 
dramatizes this kind of reading as an invitation to bring disjointed pieces together. (The first 
meaning of legere, after all, is “to collect.”) 

 
De nomine cuiusdam Lucii sculpto in marmore 
 
una quidem geminis fulget set dissita punctis  

littera; praenomen sic nota sola facit. 
post “M” incisum est, puto sic; non tota videtur.  

dissiluit saxi fragmine laesus apex; 
nec quisquam Marius seu Marcius anne Metellus  5 

hic iaceat certis noverit indiciis. 
truncatis convulsa iacent elementa figuris; 

omnia confusis interiere notis. 
miremur periisse homines? monumenta fatiscunt; 

mors etiam saxis nominibusque venit.21   10 
 
On the name of a certain Lucius inscribed in marble: Only one letter shines forth, set-off 
by double points. This mark alone gives the praenomen [“L” for Lucius]. After it, “M” is 
carved: yes I think so. It cannot be seen completely. The top part, which is cracked, is 
broken-off on a fragment of stone, and no one could know by certain signs whether a 
Marius or Marcius or Metellus lies here. Letters, overturned, lie among broken shapes. 
Everything has been destroyed among disordered letters. Should we marvel that men 
perish? Monuments wear out, and death comes even to stone and names. 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 For the antiquity of papyrus, George W. Houston, Inside Roman Libraries: Book Collections and Their 
Management in Antiquity (Chapel Hill North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 2014), 
120–1. 
18 Glenn W. Most, Collecting Fragments = Fragmente Sammeln. Aporemata; Bd. 1. (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1997), v–viii. 
19 See Purves in this volume; Constanze Güthenke, “Nostalgia and Neutrality.” 
20 Jesper Svenbro, La parole et le marbre (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1976). 
21 The poem is no. 37 of the Epigrammata in Roger Green ed., The Works of Ausonius (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1991) and Roger Green ed. Decimi Magni Ausonii Opera (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1999), the latter of which I follow here, and no. 32 of the Epitaphia heroum in Sesto Prete ed. Decimi 
Magni Ausonii Burdigalensis Opuscula (Leipzig: Teubner, 1978). More on the transmission history 
follows below. For clarity, I refer to the poem by the abbreviated title De nomine cuiusdam Lucii 
throughout this paper. Unless otherwise indicated, translations in this chapter are my own. 
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More than a commentary on the ineffability of death and memory, the poem is also a poignant 
exploration of the classicist’s task vis-à-vis the written record.22 All but the single initial “L,” 
which identifies the dead man as “a Lucius,” has been rendered illegible on the stone by the 
ravages of time, leaving the owner of the tomb, whom the site and the inscription were meant 
eternally to memorialize, unknown and unknowable. The perspective of the poem is an 
epigraphic one, the speaker engaged in the act of looking, trying to decipher what is seen. Insofar 
as the poem explicitly thematizes the contingency of reading on the physical survival of the text 
itself, it is an object-lesson in the kinds of reading practices that are evoked—intentionally or 
not—by Manguel’s simile, making a reader deeply aware of the material contingency of her own 
reading practice.  

I specify that the inscription is a classical one because this seems an essential point. In 
Ausonius’s poem, the distance between the poet-witness-reader-epigrapher and the Lucius he 
strives to know and to name creates the scenario of poetic speculation (one that Porter would 
associate with the sublime) that mirrors our own desires for knowing the classical past. Despite 
the disorder and obscurity with which the poems ends, it begins full of light: Lucius, the name of 
light itself; “marble” (marmor), related to a Greek verb (μαρμαίρειν) that means “to shine”; and 
a Latin verb of similar meaning, fulget (cf. Posidippus Lithika passim). Yet, an initial desire for 
transparency and clarity is frustrated by confusion and disruption in the visual field as the 
possibility of complete knowledge is foreclosed by the poor state of textual transmission, the 
destruction of the physical object. The text (littera, elementa, nota) is not imagined to be a 
metaphysical bearer of meaning, but rather is figured as a physical artifact coextensive with the 
rock upon which it is written. Where the rock is broken and made un-whole (fragmine saxi), so 
too does text dissolve into pieces (laesus apex; truncatis figuris; “M” and “L” apart from the 
whole). Text and material are neither discrete nor inherently separable. The specific materiality 
of a fragmentary inscription demands more than just reading, requiring its viewer to take account 
of the state of the physical object as well as of the text that it is missing.  

Moreover, Ausonius’s interest in the inscription is motivated by its classicism: 
recognizably Roman, following Latin epigraphic conventions, and thereby connected to a 
“classical” past in which Ausonius himself was heavily invested. In particular, in its native 
habitat, the pages of a ninth-century manuscript, the poem appears among a series of epigrams 
(most of them imaginative epitaphs for Trojan heroes) that serve as an appendix to Ausonius’s 
better known book of poems commemorating Bordeaux’s fourth-century classicists, the 
Professores. Making clear the connection he draws between formal education in Greek and Latin 
and the study of epigram, the author writes: 

 
When I brought to completion the previous book (i.e. the Professores), which contains 
the commemorations of those who were professors either as visitors to Bordeaux or as 
Bordelais abroad, I considered what follows to pertain to that theme and to be of 
complementary matter, even if it constitutes only a small little work (opusculum). I have 
added these epitaphs of heroes who participated in the Trojan War (epitaphia heroum qui 
bello Troiaco interfuerunt): ancient poems that I encountered in the work of a certain 
scholar. I have translated them into the Latin tongue, not in such a way as to be slavish in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 The classic account is Don Fowler, Roman Constructions: Readings in Postmodern Latin (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), 193–219.  
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following their arrangement, but so that I obey them with some freedom and do not stray 
far from the model they offered. 
 

Ausonius’s commemoration of Bordeaux’s professors is a monumentum of the author’s own 
classical education. It also elicits his memory of certain texts that themselves profess to be the 
monumenta of Greek heroes, a sub-genre of epigram familiar to scholars of antiquity today from 
collections like the Anthologia Graeca and the Aristotelian Peplos.23 Such epitaphs purport to be 
sepulchral inscriptions, but unlike the one that is described so vividly in De nomine cuisdam 
Lucii, the author’s interaction with these inscriptions is purely literary. Taken from a Greek 
compendium, translated freely into Latin, the poems are thus doubly removed from their notional 
(if not original) epigraphic form. Readers of the Anthologia will know that such poems revel in 
the literary and scholarly aspects of their own transmission. To take a representative somewhat at 
random from Ausonius’s short cycle, his epitaph for Odysseus, for example, resolves in a 
celebration of Homer’s poem, turning from tomb to book: “In this tomb is buried Ulysses, son of 
Laertes; if you want to know all about him, read the Odyssey to the end” (Epitaphia 5).24 The 
spatially and physically limited specificity of hoc tumulo contrasts with the comprehensive and 
relatively disembodied textual distribution of Odysseus in and as the homonymous poem. Even 
before the physical inscription is subject to the ravages of time, the epitaph is already just a 
fragment.  

Such an acknowledgment ties the heroic poems of the Peplos tradition to the more 
original epigrams with which Ausonius’s opusculum ends: five poems in a series that includes 
De nomine cuiusdam Lucii, all taking the form of secondary descriptions of monuments rather 
than the direct discourse of oggeti parlanti.25 The epitaphs and the epigrams that follow are 
thematically linked. For example, the insufficiency of the epitaph to represent “all of the man” 
(omnia: Odysseus Epitaphia 5.2) is reflected in the metaphor of the degraded monument. In the 
one case, the epitaph of the hero is but a trace of the fuller life described in the epic poem; in the 
other case, the two letters “L” and “M” are the only remaining signs of what was once the final 
and notionally complete record of a certain Lucius (again omnia: De nomine cuiusdam Lucii line 
8). In the Lucius poem, the corruption of the physical substrate of inscription—the stone on 
which the funerary epitaph was written—is thematized metaphorically as representing, on the 
one hand, the limitation of human life (miremur periisse homines) but also the limitation of 
human memory (mors etiam saxis nominibusque venit). While the inscription and the very stone 
to which it is attached are entrusted with the task of allowing the dead to be recalled by way of 
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23 Kathryn Gutzwiller, “Heroic Epitaphs of the Classical Age: The Aristotelian Peplos and Beyond,” in, 
Archaic and Classical Greek Epigram, ed. Manuel Baumbach, Andrej Petrovic, and Ivana Petrovic 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010) 219–49. 
24 Conditur hoc tumulo Laerta natus Ulixes: | perlege Odyssean omnia nosse volens. The Odysseus 
epitaph given above is not one of those for which a Greek original exists in manuscript. Stahl suggests it 
is Ausonius’s own creation, though it is perhaps more likely the work of the unnamed philologus of 
Ausonius’s preface, often thought to be Porphyry, or another Greek collection. Ferdinand Friedrich 
Simon Stahl, De Ausonianis studiis poetarum Graecorum (Kilia: C.F. Mohr, 1886), 26. 
25 In the manuscript, thirty epitaphia heroum (the last four of which do not, in fact, treat Trojan heroes but 
Niobe and Diogenes) are followed by five seemingly original poems, of which De nomine is the second. 
The others are In tumulo hominis felicis (On the tomb of a happy man), Iussu Augusti equo admirabili 
(For an remarkable horse, by the order of the emperor), “De sepulchro vacuo” (On an empty tomb), and 
In tumulum sedecennis matronae (On the tomb of a sixteen year old wife). 
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his name, even stone, says the poet, wears away, as do the names of those long dead in the minds 
of the living. Although Ausonius’s Anglophone editors conspicuously label the sentiment “trite,” 
Peter Kruschwitz reminds us that the fear of being forgotten after death was a genuine part of the 
worldview and life-experience of people in the late Roman Empire.26  
 The multivalent and, as it were, multimedia status of literary epitaphs seems to have 
made them especially mobile in manuscript and in print. Their transmission in the Ausonian 
corpus is a case in point. It is in only a single ninth-century manuscript now held at the 
University of Leiden (V) that the epitaphia heroum are found as a coherent series, preceded by 
the introduction addressed to the reader and followed by the five original epigrams of which De 
nomine cuiusdam Lucii is the second.27 Elsewhere in the manuscripts—namely the family of 
Italian compilations (Z), followed in nearly all printed editions—an assortment of these poems 
are mixed with other lyrics under the general heading epigrammata.28 While many editors have 
considered the group of which De nomine is a part to be an interpolation into the epitaphia 
heroum because of their diverse character from the epitaphs that precede them,29 the Leiden 
manuscript offers the reader the opportunity to consider them of a piece with the epitaphs they 
follow. Indeed, a contemporary scribe responsible for correcting this section of the manuscript 
has written definitively finiunt epitaphia in the margin beside the final line of the fifth and last of 
these poems.30 In the specific context of the Leiden manuscript, then, it is possible to see the 
poems as contiguous with the fabric of the translated epitaphs and thus also of the 
commemorative Professores. Their distinct position in this important manuscript encourages us 
to read them as a commentary on the classically themed works that they follow, united by their 
interest in poetry’s limited potential to serve as a permanent monument to the past. The unity of 
theme is reflected in—and made apparent by—the codicological configuration when we read the 
manuscript book itself as a marked object. Thus, the textual life of De nomine cuiusdam Lucii as 
a poem in and of itself, captured on animal skin rather than stone, has a history that in turn 
reflects the very subject of the poem: its author only half-known, its readership not guaranteed, 
its interpretation dependent on the materiality of a single inscribed object.31 

Across the Mediterranean and more than a millennium on, Constantine Cavafy read the 
Ausonian poem, using it to structure his own rumination on death and survival, published in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 “Trite”: Roger Green ed., The Works of Ausonius (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), 394, and Nigel Kay 
ed., Ausonius: Epigrams. (London: Duckworth, 2001), 153. Kruschwitz: “Remember Lucius M-
whatsisface?,” https://thepetrifiedmuse.wordpress.com/2014/09/12/remember-lucius-m-whatsisface/ 
(September 12, 2014). 
27 MS Voss. Lat. 111. Cf. Henri de la Ville de Mirmont, Le Manuscrit de l’Ile Barbe (Codex Leidensis 
Vossianus Latinus 111) et les travaux de la critique sur le texte d’Ausone: l’oeuvre de Vinet et l’oeuvre de 
Scaliger (Paris: F. Pech/Bordeaux: Hachette, 1917-1921), of which vol. 3 provides a very useful 
facsimile. 
28 For example, in Green (Works and Opera), the poems are Epigrammata (XIII) nos. 8, 37, 7, 38, and 13 
respectively. On Z, of which the earliest example dates to after 1385, see Michael Reeve in Texts and 
Transmission: A Survey of the Latin Classics, ed. L. D. Reynolds and Peter Marshall (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press: 1983), 27. 
29 E.g. Green, Works, 363. 
30 It is in fact an expansion of an even earlier annotation that read, simply, “finit.” 
31 In fact, the text of the poem in V is equally fragmentary, since its name, too, is missing in the 
transcription, and supplied only by the later witnesses of Z. Elements of the manuscript discussed here 
can bee seen in the facsimile edition de la Ville de Mirmont, Le Manuscrit de l’Ile Barbe, vol. 3, folio 15r. 
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1917. 32 The poem “Εν τω Mηνί Aθύρ” (“In the Month of Athyr”) bears a striking resemblance 
to De nomine cuiusdam Lucii, one that has not, as far as I know, been discussed in print: 

 
Εν τω Mηνί Aθύρ 
 
Με δυσκολία διαβάζω        στην πέτρα την αρχαία. 
«Κύ[ρι]ε Ιησού Χριστέ».        >να «Ψυ[χ]ήν» διακρίνω. 
«Εν τω μη[νί] Aθύρ»        «Ο Λεύκιο[ς] ε[κοιμ]ήθη». 
Στη μνεία της ηλικίας        «Εβί[ωσ]εν ετών», 
το Κάππα Ζήτα δείχνει        που νέος εκοιμήθη. 
Μες στα φθαρμένα βλέπω        «Aυτό[ν]... Aλεξανδρέα». 
Μετά έχει τρεις γραμμές        πολύ ακρωτηριασμένες· 
μα κάτι λέξεις βγάζω —        σαν «δ[ά]κρυα ημών», «οδύνην», 
κατόπιν πάλι «δάκρυα»,        και «[ημ]ίν τοις [φ]ίλοις πένθος». 
Με φαίνεται που ο Λεύκιος        μεγάλως θ’ αγαπήθη. 
Εν τω μηνί Aθύρ        ο Λεύκιος εκοιμήθη.  

 
In the month of Athyr 
 
It is hard to read . . . . on the ancient stone. 
“Lord Jesus Christ” . . . . I make out the word “Soul”. 
“In the month of Athyr . . . . Lucius fell asleep.” 
His age is mentioned . . . . “He lived years . . . .”― 
The letters KZ show . . . . that he fell asleep young. 
In the damaged part I see the words . . . . “Him . . Alexandrian.” 
Then come three lines . . . . much mutilated. 
But I can read a few words  . . . . perhaps “our tears” and “sorrows.” 
And again: “Tears” . . . . and: “for us his friend mourning.” 
I think Lucius . . . . was much beloved. 
In the month of Athyr . . . . Lucius fell asleep . . . .  (trans. Valassopoulo33) 

 
Like his Ausonian model, Cavafy uses the conceit of the fragmented inscription to incite a 
meditation on the classical. Cavafy writes in the form of the fragmentariness that De nomine 
cuiusdam Lucii only describes, breaking up his own lines across a seam that runs down the page. 
No other poem in Cavafy’s oeuvre is structured in this way. Construed by one editor as 
belonging to a series of sepulchral epigraphs for young men of Alexandria,34 Cavafy’s version of 
the Lucius poem instead has hybrid status, like its late antique source. It records what is left of an 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 On its themes of fragmentation and loss, see Gregory Nagy, “Poetics of Fragmentation in the Athyr 
Poem of C.P. Cavafy,” in Imagination and Logos: Essays on C.P. Cavafy, ed. Panagiotis Roilos 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2010), 265–72. 
33 Translation originally published in E. M. Forster, Pharos and Pharillon (London: Hogarth Press, 1923), 
96. 
34 Edmund Keeley, Cavafy’s Alexandria: Study of a Myth in Progress (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1976), 81–4. 
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inscription, real or imagined, and thus serves as an epigraphic record.35 But as a poem, it is both 
more and less than the “original.” 
 A recent installation at the American Academy in Rome, Material Narratives, captures 
the spirit of this type of reading as an opportunity for artistic creation (Figure 1). In a work 
conceived by landscape artist Adam Kuby and conservator Anna Serotta, the artists carved an 
inscription in Roman capitals onto a clean marble slab that was subsequently broken apart. 
Fragments were removed by members of the community, and a pair of ad hoc epigraphers (the 
novelists Krys Lee and Liz Moore), asked fill in the gaps. Each gave a different restoration of an 
“original” text in and among the words that remained: “CITY,” “PLANS” “WITNESS,” and 
“RECORD.” One reading seems to connect urban ruins with the fossil record, archaeology with 
palaeontology: “A city disappears – | No long wilful plans | Will save us now | Wanderings   
Bungling | Witness  a fossil | Flower keens beyond time | Leaves a bony record | We the false 
witnesses.” The other offers a surprising jump across media, from stone to stereo: “A city inside 
itself— | And all my plans | Everything broken, when | The dregs burn and | I witness it all, then I 
| can’t stop, I can’t. I’ll play | On until the record | Ends.” Material Narratives explores the 
aesthetics of the fragmentary via the familiar visual repertoire of the monumental Roman 
inscription, and yields interesting results at the level of interpretation and artefact. Even if the 
event of textual dissolution and the performance of epigraphic supplementation are 
fundamentally artificial, the piece draws attention to the cultural and historical significance of the 
fragmentary nature of material evidence in the same way that De nomine cuiusdam Lucii and Εν 
τω Mηνί Aθύρ do: we write history from the pieces. 

Up to this point, it has been only in the materiality of marble and in the passage of time 
that we have seen the natural world appear in our observations of the poetics of the ancient 
lapidary fragment. Yet, as we know from Posidippus’s Lithika, as well as the technical 
discussions of stone in Theophrastus’s On Stones and Pliny’s Naturalis Historia, the ability of 
stone to mediate between nature and culture was one of the most interesting aspects of stone in 
antiquity. A final example—Cicero’s account of seeking out the inscribed sepulchre of 
Archimedes while governor of Syracuse—puts fragmentary inscription back in its natural 
environment: 
 

When I was quaestor I tracked down Archimedes’ grave, which was unknown to the 
Syracusans, as they entirely denied its existence. I found it enclosed all round and 
covered with brambles and thickets. I remembered certain hexameter lines, which I 
understood were inscribed upon his tomb, that stated that a sphere along with a cylinder 
had been set up on the top of the grave. Accordingly, after taking a good look all round—
for there is a great throng of tombs at the Agrigentine Gate—I noticed a little column not 
much taller than the briar bush, on which there was the figure of a sphere and a cylinder. 
And so at once I said to the Syracusans, whose leading men I had with me, that I believed 
it was the very thing of which I was in search. Slaves were sent in with sickles to clear 
the ground of obstacles, and when a passage to the place was opened we approached the 
pedestal fronting us. The epigram appeared: hardly half was visible, since the latter part 
of the verses had worn away. Thus, a most famous city of Greece, although once it was 
the most learned, would have been ignorant of the monument of one of its wisest citizens, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Kruschwitz, “Lucius M-whatsisface,” reminds us that the first editors of the CIL took Ausonius’s 
testimony seriously enough to supply “D .  M . L . M” (dis manibus Lucius M.) as an entry, CIL XIII 791, 
in the volume on inscriptions from southern France. 
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unless they had learned of it from a man of Arpinum. (Tusc. 5.64-6; trans. adapted freely 
from King) 

 
In Cicero’s story, the loss of knowledge of a virtuous man of the past through the degradation of 
his memorial is not the fault of unthinking time alone, but also of unthinking men. Although 
Cicero decries Archimedes as an enemy of the Roman state, he still regrets that the Syracusans 
neglect to remember one of their most illustrious citizens. The irony that Archimedes himself 
was killed by Roman soldiers and that Syracuse from that time on was subject to Roman rule can 
not be lost on the “man from Arpinum” who here commands not only a fleet of slaves, but also 
the state of Sicily itself, represented by the Syracusan principes with whom he travels. His 
ethical worthiness for the post is signalled by his ability to school them in their own classics, 
which he knows by way of epigram: hexameter lines that would have circulated in antiquity in 
literary form as an heroic epitaph.36 

Like other literary inscriptions that programmatically make reference to their own 
physical material,37 the remembered epitaph of Archimedes also refers to its own appearance: in 
this case, the cylinder and the sphere that represent science’s command over the forms of nature. 
It is by his knowledge of the text that Cicero is able to recognize Archimedes’ tomb. Beyond 
merely the epigraphic gaze, then, here we find a script for archaeological or even topographical 
study. Having recognized signs known and knowable through a literary text, the doctus seeks out 
access to the physical monument of the doctissimus. His knowledge of the words of poetry 
allows him authority to recognize their objective correlative in the physical world, laying bare 
the natural accretion of vegetation in that place and opening the object and its text to new 
inspection: aperuerunt locum […] apparebat epigramma. Study of the classics conquers not only 
time, but nature herself. 

As with the inscriptions of Ausonius’s Lucius or Cavafy’s Λεύκιος, not all of the text of 
Archimedes’ epitaph can be read: “hardly half was visible, since the latter part of the verses had 
worn away.” Though the new reading only partially confirms what is known of the text already, 
the fragmentary quality of the inscription does nothing to undermine the status of that reading. 
Rather than implying only that literary circulation allows cultural knowledge to transcend a 
singular embodiment in a physical artefact, vulnerable to the natural wear of time in the physical 
world, Cicero reaffirms the value of maintaining the original monument as a model for future 
generations, drawing an implicit connection between the loss of knowledge of Archimedes’ tomb 
and the loss of Syracuse’s status as civitas doctissima in the present: “Thus, a most famous city 
of Greece, although once it was the most learned, would have been ignorant of the monument of 
one of its wisest citizens, unless they had learned of it from a man of Arpinum.” 

As I have tried to suggest with this constellation of evidence, from the ancient to the 
modern, the specific materiality of written poetic inscriptions is one of the fields on which the 
battle of over the classical has been waged. Poems on stones thematize their own 
transhistoricism by their attentiveness to the longevity of physical materials. They call attention 
to their writtenness, and are particularly mobile in and between media. In this way, they resist 
standard forms of canonization (as big books in big libraries), but, in their very proliferation, 
they are some of the most successful forms of literature to survive from antiquity. Most of all, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 On Archimedes in Roman literature and this passage in particular, see Mary Jaeger, Archimedes and the 
Roman Imagination (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2013), 32–47. 
37 The locus classicus is surely Simonides’ famous commentary on the bronze of Midas’s epitaph (PMG 
581). 
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they highlight the fact that Classics is not a body of material at all, but rather a set of questions, a 
procedure of reading, and a practice of engaging with the past through its physical traces. If 
Nicholas Carr can reframe our reliance on media as a kind of “shallows,”38 Deep Classics offers 
a rejoinder. Are we Cicero, gaining authority from the incompleteness of the record we restore? 
Are we Ausonius, with a melancholic attitude and a nostalgia that desires an impossible return? 
Or are we Cavafy, spinning new art out from the gaps in the record? Perhaps Classics as a 
discipline, as we see throughout the studies presented in this volume, is authorized by all three 
postures: the authoritative, the nostalgic, and the creative. It does us well to become self-aware of 
this ecology of memory practices, as Deep Classics asks us to do. Moreover, to think explicitly 
about the implications of the material instantiations of ancient Graeco-Roman texts on the study 
of antiquity reminds us how deeply contingent on such incomplete forms our own knowledge is. 
Such awareness is salutary as we frame Classics for a future that will entail a new set of media 
protocols and material manifestations. To that end, we should learn what we can from the study 
of ancient inscriptions, even when the texts we read are only written on the surface of the page.  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Material Narratives. Installation by Adam Kuby in collaboration with Anna Serotta, 
Krys Lee, and Liz Moore. American Academy in Rome, 2015. Photo by Adam Kuby. 
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38 Nicholas Carr, The Shallows: What the Internet is Doing to Our Brains (New York: Norton, 2010). 


